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Ccnp exam papers. Ccnp exam practice questions.
There are many materials for learning ROUTE but below are popular materials that many candidates recommend. How much time should I spend on each sim? storm control B. You can use the following free practice questions to determine your level of preparation. (Choose three.) A. The switch resumes forwarding broadcasts when they are below
65% of bandwidth. Disable spanning tree on all interfaces that are participating in the EtherChannel bundle. Availability of exams in other languages varies. You have 120 minutes to answer them but if your native language is not English, Cisco allows you a 30-minute exam time extension (150 minutes in total). Do you have any site similar for CCNP
exams? VLAN B. 8. Which protocol does the network engineer configure on both devices to accomplish this? Exams required for more than one track are listed within each track. LLDP C. If you are not a native English speaker and have 30-minute expansion (ask the mentor to confirm) than you can spend 20 minutes for each sim. LLTD Correct
Answer: B Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 8 A manager tells the network engineer to permit only certain VLANs across a specific trunk interface. 7. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates between routers that run BGP. Please contact an authorized Cisco testing delivery
partner for availability in your area. Are the exam questions the same in all the geographical locations? No products were found matching your selection. I passed the ROUTE exam. Hope you enjoy these sites too! 15. In the real exam you will have to solve 4 sims that give from 320 to 400 points. Personalized content Your products and support Log
in Don't have an account? How many points will I get for one sim? I passed the ROUTE exam, will I get a certificate for it? Which option describes what causes the port to go into the errdisable state? This exam costs $300. UDLD moved into aggressive mode after inconsistent acknowledgements were detected. Which option decreases consumption of
bandwidth used by broadcast traffic? To prepare for the 350-801 CLCOR Exam, FreeTestShare 350-801 practice exam will help you better comprehend the information included in the actual 350-801 exam. You will be able to pass the CCNP Collaboration 350-801 exam with flying colors. C. 2. In this article, I will try to summarize all the Frequently
Asked Questions in the ROUTE 300-101 Exam. cost C. In this category there are List of Cisco exam past question and answers for Nigeria student. port-priority B. A. server D. You should not spend more than 15 minutes for each sim. UDLD timers are inconsistent. access C. Why don’t I see any questions and answers on digitaltut.com? client C. cable
unplugged C. LLDP can discover up to two devices per port. This port continues to reestablish until after eight failed retries. No, you can’t go back so you can’t re-check your answers after clicking the “Next” button. Adjust the EtherChannel load-balancing method based on destination IP addresses. In which three ways does this command impact the
traffic? routing loop B. About Cisco accounts SearchUnifiedCommunications SearchMobileComputing SearchDataCenter SearchITChannel Passing one or more exams is the requirement for achieving certification and, in most cases, for recertification. What are your recommended materials for ROUTE? 13. The popular sims now are Policy Based
routing sim, EIGRP OSPF Redistribution sim, OSPF Evaluation Sim and EIGRP Evaluation Sim and please notice that the IP addresses, router names may be different (it is also true for Drag and Drop questions) 5. link type E. In the new ROUTE exam, there are no IS-IS, DHCP, Multicast questions so you can ignore them if you are reading old BSCI
books. if you use our practice questions and answers. You can download a PDF file to see the questions at this link: Is there anything you want to ask, just ask! All of us will help you. Suppose you answer all other questions perfectly then you will get 600 to 680 points but the passing score is 790. From the calculation above, if you miss only one sim the
chance to pass is average but if you miss two, the chance to pass is very, very low. CCNP Routing and Switching Exam 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 1 An EtherChannel bundle has been established between a Cisco switch and a corporate web server. VACL D. routing Correct Answer: A Download 300-115 Pass4sure
PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 12 Which option is a possible cause for an errdisabled interface? Dynamic ARP Inspection Correct Answer: A Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 10 Which SDM template disables routing and supports the maximum
number of unicast MAC addresses? IRDP B. 4. 1. We have certprepare.com for SWITCH, networktut.com for TSHOOT, voicetut.com for CCNA Voice, securitytut.com for CCNA Security, rstut.com for CCIE Written & Lab, dstut.com for CCDA. STP loop guard D. Which sims will I see in the ROUTE exam? What is the difference between the old BSCI &
the new ROUTE exam? Correct Answer: A Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 5 A network engineer must adjust the STP interface attributes to influence root port selection. LLDP can discover only Windows servers. 14. We highly recommend you should learn the full commands. The 30
minutes left is for solving 46 multiple choice & drag-and-drop questions. In the ROUTE exam, we can’t use that command so surely you will not lose any points if not using that command. LLDP cannot provide information about VTP. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates between endpoint devices and network devices. switch(config)#
errdisable recovery interval 180 B. LLDP does not support TLVs. C. They decide to configure the network to automate the process of re-enabling user ports. Hope it will save you some time searching through the Internet and asking your friends & teachers. The switchport is disabled when unicast traffic reaches 75% of the total interface bandwidth.
9. IT essential, Discover one, discovery two, discovery three, discovery four. integrated routing and bridging E. default D. As mentioned above, each sim will cost you from 80 to 100 points. (Choose two.) A. The UDLD port is placed in the "unknown" state for 5 seconds until the next UDLD packet is received on the interface. routing Correct Answer: A
Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 11 Which SDM template is the most appropriate for a Layer 2 switch that provides connectivity to a large number of clients? Once again we have to notice that you need to finish these three exams within three years (not nine years). F. switch(config)#
switchport port-security protect D. Can I pass without doing sims? E. forward-timers D. And how many points I need to pass the exam? Obtaining the CCIE Collaboration, CCNP Collaboration, and Cisco Certified Specialist – Collaboration Core certifications requires passing the Cisco 350-801 CLCOR: Implementing Cisco Collaboration Core
Technologies exam. UDLD is enabled globally. The network administrator noticed that only one of the EtherChannel links is being utilized to reach the web server. It means that you surely fail if ignore them. Books CCNP ROUTE Official Certification Guide ROUTE Student Guide CCNP ROUTE Portable Command Guide CCNP Route Quick Reference
Sheet Video training CBT Nuggets Simulator (all are free) GNS3 – the best simulator for learning ROUTE Packet Tracer 10. L2P tunneling Correct Answer: A Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 9 While troubleshooting a network outage, a network engineer discovered an unusually high
level of broadcast traffic coming from one of the switch interfaces. But sometimes short commands don’t work so please be careful with them. Please tell me how many questions in the real ROUTE exam, and how much time to answer them? Recall that you only have 90 minutes so if you spend 15 minutes for each sim x 4 sims = 60 minutes. Many
candidates misunderstand this and think they have nine years to complete three exams. Sign up Forgot your password? Yes, the exam questions are the same in all geographical locations. How much does the ROUTE 300-101 cost? But notice that Cisco has a pool of questions and each time you take the exam, a number of random questions will show
up so you will not see all the same questions as the previous exam. Now a new version is updated for your test preparation. switch(config)# errdisable recovery cause psecure-violation C. I don’t want to lose points so should I use the “copy running-config startup-config” after finishing each lab-sim? From the comments on this site, maybe you will get
full mark for short commands. 6. Will I get full mark for short commands? D. Cisco IOS parser D. Extended VLANs are only supported in version 3 and not in versions 1 or 2. access D. In fact, DHCP & Multicast are good topics and maybe you will have a chance to learn about them in other Cisco exams. Enable Cisco Express Forwarding to allow for
more effective traffic sharing over the EtherChannel bundle. 3. Which option can be configured to accomplish this? Use link-state tracking to allow for improved load balancing of traffic upon link failure to the server. 12. Can I use short commands, for example “conf t” instead of “configure terminal”? VTP pruning C. 11. No, Cisco does not ship
ROUTE Exam certificate, it only ships you a certificate after completing the full CCNP track of 3 exams (ROUTE, SWITCH & TSHOOT) within three years. SDM routing C. Correct Answer: A Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 15 Which VTP mode is needed to configure an extended
VLAN, when a switch is configured to use VTP versions 1 or 2? The bidirectional status of "unknown" indicates that the port will go into the disabled state because it stopped receiving UDLD packets from its neighbor. You need at least 790/1000 points to pass this exam. switch(config)# errdisable recovery cause security-violation Correct Answer: B
Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 7 A network engineer has just deployed a non-Cisco device in the network and wants to get information about it from a connected device. Correct Answer: B Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions
QUESTION 4 After reviewing UDLD status on switch ports, an engineer notices that the current bidirectional state for an access port is "Unknown." Which statement describes what this indicates about the status of the port? Which two elements are used to accomplish this? B. Now is the time to give it a shot! Have an account? switch(config)#
switchport port-security aging type inactivity E. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates only between network devices. Correct Answer: A Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 14 Which option describes a limitation of LLDP? There are 50 questions, including 4 lab-sims. allowed
VLAN list B. All exams are available worldwide in English. You can download the paper by clicking the button above. The port then transitions into the errdisable state. default C. transparent B. Cisco Discovery Protocol is not supported, so the open standard protocol must be configured. Correct Answer: D Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115
Pass4sure • • • • • We are providing you 100% valid exam questions We are providing you latest exam questions answers We are providing you full money back guarantee We are 24/7 live for your help related any exam You can buy this exam in just 31.99$ • Contact us at [email protected] Loading PreviewSorry, preview is currently unavailable.
UDLD port is configured in aggressive mode. NDP D. In some cases, different tracks may require the same exam. I only see the explanation… Because of copyrighted issues, we had to remove all the questions and answers. In the real exam, I clicked “Next” after choosing the answer, can I go back for reviewing? What should be done on the Cisco
switch to allow for better EtherChannel utilization to the corporate web server? Maybe you will get about 80 to 100 points for each sim, just like the CCNA exam. Multicast traffic is dropped at 65% and broadcast traffic is dropped at 75% of the total interface bandwidth. Which command accomplishes this task? Correct Answer: E Download 300-115
Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 2 The command storm-control broadcast level 75 65 is configured under the switch port connected to the corporate mail server. Correct Answer: CDF Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 3 After UDLD is
implemented, a Network Administrator noticed that one port stops receiving UDLD packets. security violation Correct Answer: D Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 13 Which statement about LLDP-MED is true? Adjust the EtherChannel load-balancing method based on source IP
addresses. The following list identifies all currently available exams by certification and track. The port is fully operational and no known issues are detected. Normal UDLD operations that prevent traffic loops. Only broadcast traffic is limited by this particular storm control configuration. The switch drops broadcasts when they reach 75% of
bandwidth. LLDP-MED is an extension to LLDP that operates only between endpoint devices. root guard Correct Answer: AB Download 300-115 Pass4sure PDF 300-115 Pass4sure 300-115 Practice Test Questions QUESTION 6 After port security is deployed throughout an enterprise campus, the network team has been overwhelmed with port reset
requests. SNMP traps are sent by default when broadcast traffic reaches 65% of the lower-level threshold.
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